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This is the multiple choice question that your 
audience can answer on ther mobile device. 
Their answers will be displayed in real time.
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Their answers will be displayed in real time.
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1.
Ask your audience a question 

using the RespondIT app.
Using mobile phones, web browsers or Twitter, 

the audience answers in real time

See the response to your question live,
 on a powerpoint presentation or on the web

2.

3.
RespondIT

RespondIT

Our audience Q&A and polling system, RespondIT, allows event managers 
and presenters to ask questions and poll their audience pre, during and post-
event. Participants can respond or ask their own questions by simply using 
their mobile phones and wireless devices.

We provide maximum audience engagement, minimal expense and supreme 
ease of use and implementation. No elaborate hardware required, with 
instantaneous results. 

Using SMS technology and web based interactive devices, RespondIT is so 
interactive that your audiences can not only use it to ask questions that are 
shown live on-screen during your event, it can instantly show responses to 
polls live on-screen. 

RespondIT key benefits include:
 ▪ Your audience already has the technology required
 ▪ Replaces the need for costly hardware distribution to your audience
 ▪ Unparalleled audience interactivity with your questions
 ▪ More than just multiple choice
 ▪ Can be integrated across multiple rooms, cities, or internationally, even 

via live Webcast
 ▪ Feeds analytics directly into Excel 

You have questions?
We’ll get the answers. Instantly.
Question. Answer. RespondIT. 

RESPONDIT - 
AUDIENCE POLLING / 
Q & A 


